
Black Ops, the legendary phone case, once again rises to 
a new level of tactical readiness. Made with the expert 
engineering, high end materials, and precision CNC 
machining that only Element Case can, the Black 
Ops delivers MIL-SPEC armored protection for your 
phone while also providing even more tactical 
functionality than ever before. 

With an integrated, removable card magazine 
to carry cards and cash, a retractable 
kickstand for easy hands-free viewing, 
protective sliding camera lens cover, 
and more, Black Ops once again 
establishes itself as the ultimate 
tactical phone case, as always, 
ready for duty.



MIL-SPEC RUGGED DROPSHOCK BODY 
WITH CNC MACHINED COMPONENTS
Armored, impact absorbing four-layer design 
(CNC machined, hard anodized aircraft grade 
aluminum, military grade G10 fiberglass 
composite, polycarbonate and thermoplastic 
polyurethane) dissipates energy to withstand 
extreme impact exceeding MIL-SPEC-  
810H standards 
 
REMOVABLE CARD MAGAZINE 
Secure up to 3 cards within G10 & polycarbonate 
cage loaded into the case or remove to carry 
as a separate wallet. Attached deep pocket clip 
serves double duty as money clip

MECHANICAL KICKSTAND
Props device at 35 degree angle in landscape 
orientation for easy viewing 

SLIDING LENS COVER 
Polycarbonate panel slides to lock over camera 
area protecting lenses as well as promoting 
camera security

FAST TAP BUTTONS 
CNC machined aluminum buttons protect iPhone 
controls while providing quick and easy use of 
volume and on/off functions

INTEGRATED GLASS BREAKER 
Bottom corner hard-anodized aluminum point 
provides vital survival functionality in the event 
of emergency

SLIDE-ON/OFF DEEP POCKET CLIP
PVD coated stainless steel with extended length 
for additional grip and deeper fit into pockets; 
easily slides on/off

ANODIZED ALUMINUM TETHER POINT
Integrated into aluminum side rail, allows for 
tethering a lanyard, clip, or other attachments

SLS SCREW LOCKING SYSTEM 
The ultimate degree of protection—4 stainless 
steel screws secure the aluminum side rails to 
the DropShock™ Body (wrench included)

WIRELESS CHARGING COMPATIBLE 
With pocket clip and wallet removed

MSRP (USD) 
$249.95

For
iPhone 12 / 12 Pro / 12 Pro Max

EMT-322-247FW-01- (iPhone 12 / 12 Pro) - Black

15.7 H x 8.1 W x 2.65 D (With Clip) cm  
 
6.2 H x 3.2 W x 1.0 D (With Clip) in
  
  

EMT-322-247FY-01- (iPhone 12 Pro Max) - Black

17.1 H x 8.7 W x 2.65 D (With Clip) cm  
 
6.73 H x 3.45 W x 1.0 D (With Clip) in
  

AVAILABILITY

iPhone 12 / 12 Pro - 23rd October, 2020

iPhone 12 Pro Max - 13th November, 2020



PACKAGING 
 

19.4 H x 11.6 W x 3.9 D cm

7.63 H x 4.6 W x 1.5 D in 
  


